Transforming Customer
Relationships

Worx solutions, powered by Microsoft technologies
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Worx Digital Branch eliminates banking pain-points

fully
digital

automated
journey

top-tier
security

no wait
frustration

open
architecture

Worx Digital Branch provides solutions that automates branch operations
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Contactless and Paperless

Fraud Prevention

Streamlined Process

Run your operations fully on
digital devices, with the customer
leveraging his own device with
minimum hassle

State of the art biometric verification
technologies to prevent fraud
while providing seamless customer
experience

Easily flow through onboarding or
queuing with no confusion and the
least amount of manual effort and
risk

Automated KYC

Ultimate Simplicity

Standard Connectors

Save time and boost customer
satisfaction with identity verification,
authentication tools and self-service
Know-Your-Customer (KYC)

Onboard your customer anywhere,
anytime, and the way they want,
through online, mobile, or branch
kiosk, ensuring speed and comfort

Natively integrate with any core
financial institution system and
third-party application for seamless
data flows

www.cubicsystems.com

A software which digitalizes the branch

A paperless experience from
the onboarding, biometric
identification, KYC to
self-service processes

Worx Digital Branch improves the banking
process
Worx Digital Branch digitalizes bank branch processes by allowing you to:
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Run the entire end-to-end onboarding and KYC process in
1 minute, leveraging the latest in biometric technologies

Enable customers to book appointments from anywhere
from their devices and get a queue ticket

Autofill service details with customer information and share
drive and wait time in real-time with the customer

Go cashless and paperless with autogenerated eVouchers
and coupons from the customer’s mobile

www.cubicsystems.com

Ready to embark your digital transformation journey

ABOUT CUBIC
Banking software from a company that knows finance
Cubic Information Systems is a software development company that helps businesses across the globe expand their
capabilities and improve operations. Cubic is a Microsoft Gold Partner with in-depth knowledge of Dynamics 365, a
platform that allow fast and efficient development of innovative, affordable software solutions. With each client, our goal
is to increase process efficiencies, reduce costs, optimize the customer experience and uncover new opportunities for
growth.
Headquartered in Dubai, UAE, Cubic works with business partners in many regions around the globe.
Let Cubic unlock your institution’s untapped potential!
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